Uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimation of gene diversity.
Gene diversity is an important measure of genetic variability in inbred populations. The survival of species in changing environments depends on, among other factors, the genetic variability of the population. In this communication, I have derived the uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator of gene diversity. The proposed estimator of gene diversity does not assume that the inbreeding coefficient is known. I have also provided the approximate variance of this estimator according to Fisher's method. In addition, I have developed a numerical resampling-based method for obtaining variances and confidence intervals based on the maximum likelihood estimator and the uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator. Efficiency in estimation of the gene diversity based on these two estimators is discussed. In accordance with the simulation results, I found that the uniformly minimum variance estimator developed in this report is more accurate for estimation of gene diversity than the maximum likelihood estimator.